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Guide anglais 1&8

In the southern side chapel, dedicated to John Dory in the past, you also will ... A cross, made of olive wood is inlaid in that relic and more precisely at the level. 
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Mr Jean-Pierre PROUVEUR, one member of the organization called S.H.A.N. of Bouzonville, wrote these texts in June 1996. Ms. Aurélie MELCHIOR realized the English translation. The organism «Autour de l’Abbatiale» made the Execution. New edition - July 2009.



L'ASSOCIATION "AUTOUR... DE L'ABBATIALE" Its task consists in promoting the study of the history and the building archaeology as well as the implementation of any resources for the restoration, the development and protection of the abbey-church "Sainte-Croix" of Bouzonville and its background. You are free to become a club member and contribute in this way to the promotion of our project. Don't hesitate to give us your point of view concerning our web site. Thank you for the interest you shown by reading it!



Find the news concerning the association on the Website:



http://cteparstbenoit.free.fr Our Address: Association "Autour…de l’Abbatiale" Espace Sainte Croix 3 Cour de l’Abbaye F 57320 BOUZONVILLE
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View of the Apse before restoration works



Classified historic building on September 8, 1999 View of the Apse after restoration works



A PLAISANT SITE The abbey-church is wonderfully located in the lower valley of the Nied on a small mound whose weak slopes go down to the river. Archaeological dues prove that the site was occupied as early as Celtic, Gallo-Roman and Ancient times.



A CHAPTER OF HISTORY Foundation: About 1029-1030, the Count of Metz Adalbert II of Alsace and his wife Judith decided to build a monastery in Bouzonville. After his journey in the Holy Land, Adalbert returned with a fragment of the genuine cross. This relic was used as a dedication for the new monastery which became the Sainte-Croix abbey-church of Bouzonville. The Bishop of Metz consecrated it on January 31, 1033



Burials: According to the texts, the Count Adalbert and his son Gérard were buried in the choir of the abbey-church, his wife Judith in the middle of the monastery and Gerard's wife, Gisèle, in the choir of Saint Pierre chapel. One of them, Gérard II of Alsace (1048-1070) will be the first hereditary Duke, founder of the ducal house of Lorraine. Each time works were undertaken and graves unfortunately without identity were discovered in the basement of the church. That's why Bouzonville's church can be seen as the first necropolis of the ducal house of Lorraine.



Destructions: The founders' church was destroyed around 1340 during the struggles between the Duke of Lorraine and the Bishop of Metz. Quickly rebuilt on the same foundations, the choir was finished in 1345 and the whole building certainly before th the end of the 14 century. In May 1684, a fire devastated the cloister, destroyed the church roofs but also the roofing of the three church towers. The monastic buildings will be reconstructed twice as big and the north side aisle will be repaired (keystones of th 1691). This church came close to a total ruin several times. During the 17 Century wars, a number of lootings made it dilapidated. Because of the Revolution's turmoil, the church became a temple of the Reason, then a hay barn and a forge. Finally the last World War hostilities destroyed its roof and stained-glass Windows. But even though the church will revive every time...



The Relic (treasure): Despite some vicissitudes, Adalbert's relic crossed the centuries until the Revolution's period when it was burned. In 1912 the parish received a new relic.



The bedside of the church: Go in front oft his lateral gate, walk along the southern frontage and have a look at: The three freestone apses: one of them is situated in the choir with three imposing Windows without filling up. The two stairs turrets that lead to the attic, which is very elegant and well fixed to the hole of the apses junctions. You will notice that they lean on the buttresses and the north turret is circular at the base. The arched recess between the two vertical buttresses (at the end of the bedside) may have given access to the basement of the primitive building, it is also admitted that this place could have been occupied by the church’s ossuary. Work that has been undertaken since 2006 as part of the restoration:



A large, pyramidal rocky spur found in the abbey’s north courtyard had no counterpart on the other side; a new buttress that restores the south side apsidiole’s original design was built in the same way as the existing buttresses.



The upper part of the south turret, which was on the verge of collapse, was disassembled and reconstructed, reusing stones that were in good condition and replacing the ones that were damaged. The whole apse was given a face lift, and the deteriorating stones were replaced. The workmanship is excellent, and our abbey looks as good as new.



The turret roofs, dating from 1957, were removed and replaced. Slate roofing was done according to the “Old German” fitting method by the artisans of the company Lebras Frères. The turret’s crown is crested by two sharp points. The restoration work of the whole apse has been completed. New phases are being considered. L



THE OUTSIDE



FASCINATING VISIT Walk along the main alley and contemplate:



The Gothic Tower: What can be seen? -



The facing of the wall at the bottom of the porch.



-



The gate with its tympanum in semi-circular vault, which represents a crucifixion (this tympanum was strongly messed up certainly due to the revolutionary sabotage). These elements were brought out during the restoration of 1979. th



Some modifications at the beginning of the 18 Century -



Construction of a fourth floor equipped with four Windows of the Romanesque period. (Maybe for a re-use?)



-



Roofing of the tower with a baroque double onion-shaped dome. Previously the tower had to be covered with a four-side pavilion roof, which was more respectful according to the monument style.



-



Edification of the cloister's portico extended as far as the front of the Western façade of the church. Then pillars of that portico were inlayed into the walls of a new part of the building moved forward at the bottom of the tower. Today, pilasters and the beginning of the arches separating two vaults still can be seen despite the portico's destruction. The town's coats of arms (the Cross and the Fox appear on the key of the fore-porch arch.



Porches of the annexes: The porch between the two courtyards dates back to 1698. The one of the Abbey-church's entry that opens onto the town is from 1636.



The primary courtyard: The primary courtyard was given a face lift as part of the project to upgrade the abbey’s secondary courtyard. The work was done during 2007, and was funded by the donations from the members of the association “Autour de l’abbatiale,” by the profits from several events organized by the association, with the help of the General Council of Moselle, and with the participation of Bouzonville’s town council.



The apse: The apse of the church has undergone major restoration. The work – initiated by the chief architect of the Historical Monuments – started June 15, 2006 and was completed in late June 2009. The company PIANTANIDA of Saint Dié, Vosges, performed the work on the structure, and the company LEBRAS, did the roofing and zinc roofing work.



The central nave (17meters high/10meters high for each side) th The gothic architecture of the 14 Century characterized by: • The shape of the vaults' ribs • The small columns • The abacuses of the capitals of the large cylindrical pillars, which support small columns. Go to the choir: You will notice there is no transept. Have also a look at The capitals of thé small columns, on which are built the ribs of the triumphal arch Characters and animals under leaves can be seen on it. Keystones: (which are indicated on the map and the pictures) 2. In the Choir: At the centre, Christ on the cross is situated between the Abbot of Bouzonville and a monk. An inscription reminding the rebuilding of 1845 is written around it. Behind the key appears a shield bearing the arms of Gutzon from Wyskirch. 4. The Paschal Lamb that raises the standard of the Resurrection 5. The escutcheon with the three Moors' heads which is coat of arms of Armand Wisse of GERBEVILLER who was the abbot from 1457 to 1481. 15. The Paschal Lamb with a halo (without any caption) 16. Another shield bearing the arms of Gerard from Esch, who was the abbot of Bouzonville from 1385 to 1413.



The old furniture:



th



A beautiful wooden crucifixion from the 15 Century (southern apse) th The statue of Saint Benoit situated in the choir (17 Century) (1, 28 meters high) The stalls, the two lions made of wood and th six panels made of carved wood. (End of the 18 Century)



The modern furniture: This furniture that takes us back to the biblical event of the Covenant was sculpted by Claude Michel and put in December 1985. The altar: Evocation of the panels of the barrel - The burning bush - Passover



- The Sinai Act - The bronze snake



Evocation of the altar stone: - Manna and quails The lectern: - The rock water The tabernacle: - The Ark of the Covenant The Wav of the Cross is in the same design as the previous items.



The choir organ is inspired by the North-European styles of the 17th tri



and the 18 Centuries was built by the Marc GARNIER factory in 1979 and was embellished in 1995.



Stained-glass Windows set up by the workshops THOMAS of Valence from1952. Within works of renovation of the abbey-church, some stained glasses were deposited and rested after cleaning and repair by the company VITRAILFRANCE of LE MANS. In the choir, you can admire from left to right -



The death pangs in Gethsemane The Death on the Calvary The Deposition



In the southern side chapel, dedicated to John Dory in the past, you also will see: The church Windows that remind us of the abbey's foundation representing: Saint Helena who is discovering the Holy Cross in Jerusalem Adalbert's wife, Judith, who is founding the monastery THEODORIC, the Bishop of Metz, who's blessing the places. The northern side chapel, dedicated to the Virgin, represents the famous events of The Annunciation - The Assumption - Pius XII who is proclaiming the dogma of the Assumption Have a glance at the beautiful blind arches. Return towards the exit and stop at the first bay: -



The three gates date from the consecutive rebuilding due to the fire of 1684. Another Christ made of wood is on top of the main door.



On the left: The gate that looks onto the first courtyard of the abbey-church. On the right: A Pieta - Brought back in 1898 by the French pilgrims, the Cross of Jerusalem was offered to the Church of Bouzonville on Easter Monday 1899 by Your Grace FLECK, the Bishop of Metz. A cross, made of olive wood is inlaid in that relic and more precisely at the level of the Virgin's head.



Holy Cross-Abbey plan
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Sans titre 18 - ANGLAIS CPGE 

Sep 5, 2016 - cultures' traditions because they worry about â€œcultural appropriation,â€� or exoticizing or exploiting another people's heritage. For the far right, this ...
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Guide 18 propositions pour agir 

Page 1. MIETIENNE. FILO! a FME-. STAR. Hiques de colene. |. ONE. 041-. RELAYEVA. SUR LE. INFORLA. DÉFENDRE. LES DROITS HUMAINS ne dem.
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Anglais Anglais - Bruce DemaugÃ© 

thousand. 4 000 000 four million. 1 000 000 000 one billion. 1 000 000 one million. A number is used to count or to measure. Negative numbers are numbers ...
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Anglais Anglais - Bruce DemaugÃ© 

... of Queen Elizabeth II the Clock. Tower was renamed to Elizabeth Tower in September 2012. Texte adaptÃ© de l'article Wikipedia Simple English sur Big Ben â€“.
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Anglais 

shall call the four symmetries H, V, R and G, namely H for the reflection in a mirror ... perpendicular to the strip (vertical reflection, as in A); R for the rotation by a ...
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Managing Art Editor Phil Ormerod. Category ...... la plomberie # plumbing ...... mail carrier les communications # communications le code postal. ZIP code fragile.
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Anglais 

the turnover = le chiffre d'affaires despite = bien que a council house = une maison Ã  loyer modÃ©rÃ© to plough the profits back a stepladder = un escabeau.
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Anglais 

For weeks I flipped through channels, searched for answers in the game shows and soap ... Forget about the cowboys versus Indians business. The ... E. Vocabulary. Find in the ... Use expressions of advice and reproach (80 words). 2. In your ...
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18 

Sa famille Ã©tendue ayant toujours refusÃ© de s'exprimer dans la presse, et les propres rÃ©cits de. Jenkins sur son enfance Ã©tant Ã©maillÃ©s d'incohÃ©- rences avÃ©rÃ©es ...
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femme du monde Marion Elsinger (nÃ©e Jenkins) et de l'industriel suisse ... de preuves par le laboratoire de police scientifique du comtÃ© de Los Angeles.
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5 mai 2018 - JCO59 ROUBAIX. 4. 30. V 6. 57 V 0. 0. 0 5. 44. V. 3. 15. 131. 1. JC JUNIVILLE. 2. 20. P 4. 40 V 2. 20. P 0. 0. 0. 1. 8. 80. 3. POULE 4. Victoires.
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Debreceni VSC. Celtic FC. BATE Borisov. KR Reykjavik .... KR Reykjavik. AEL Limassol. Helsingborgs IF ..... Heart of Midlothian. Heart of Midlothian. Shakhtior ...
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18 févr. 2019 - Ivon Mihaleva (ISU) 0-0, unfinished. Doubles competition. 1. Stasya Sharapova/Anja Loncarevic (MUR) def. Veronika Golanova/Jana Kustkova ...
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organisant fréquemment des levées de fonds pour la. Banque Alimentaire du Midwest, Oxfam International, la Fondation Make-A-Wish et l'American Childhood.
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Je bloquai mon pied contre le mur et tirai de toutes mes forces. Du bruit dans la chambre. Le claquement de talons aiguilles sur le parquet. Ma mÃ¨re.
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Torpedo Kutaisi. Bnei Yehuda Tel Aviv. Zenit St. Petersburg .... Torpedo-BelAZ Zhodino. Debreceni VSC. SS La Fiorita ... Newtown AFC. Balzan FC. FK Jablonec.
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file:///C:/tas/tasgolf/17-18/html/dsudvu_cards.htm. 1/2. Brookside Country Club. Macungie, PA. Dates: 10/18/2017. Par 71, 6534 yards. Schuyler Hart -- DeSales ...
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GÃ¼termann GmbH. Landstr. 1. 79261 Gutach-Breisgau, Germany [email protected] www.guetermann.com. Merry CraftinG. 965. 316. 12. 202. 106. 800.
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2 févr. 2017 - Peu avant de passer l'arme à gauche,. Alejandro, alias ..... pas de tristes comptes à régler avec ses ..... prêtent main-forte aux « âmes tourmen-.
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quand j'ai pénétré dans la chambre de ma mère, une partie de moi avait déjà compris. Soit parce que j'avais senti que quelque chose déconnait, soit parce.
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5 mai 2018 - 7. 64. 4. AS BOURG LA REINE. 4. 37. V 4. 40 V. 5. 57. V. 3. 13. 134. 1. FRANCE ... Points. 4. 4. 1. 1. 2. 3. 26 Ã¨me. Tournoi Christophe MAQUET.
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